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Abstract

We present an approach to lexical ambiguity
where regularities about sense/u~ge extensi-
billty are represented by underepecifying word
entries through lexic~d polymorphism. Word
diumbiguation is carried out using contextual
information gathered during language process-
ing to ground polymorphic lexical entries.

1 Introduction

It is a well known fact about language knowledge that
word usage can be easily adapted to context by manip-
ulating syntactic and/or semantic properties of words.
Consider the following examples:

¯ the verbs enjoy and ~ exhibit distinct com-
plementation options w~thout consequent shii~ in
sense usage, e.g.

- Mary enjoyed the book
Mary enjoyed readinf the book

- Mary brought a bottle
Mary brought a bottle to the party

-

¯ move can express either locative or emotional
change and bake conveys either change of state or
creation when used with the same subcategorization
frame, e.g.

- You’ll have to move the car
The whole story had moved her profoundly

- John baked potatoes for dinner
She baked a cake to celebrate John’s birthday

¯ swim describes either a process or relic eventual-
ity and whistle expresses either sound emission or
motion according to whether a directional argument
is present or not, e.g.

- John swam/or hours
John swam across the channel in ten minutes

- The wind whistled
The wind whistled wend them

The ability to generate appropriate uses of words in con-
text is often systematic, and therefore crucial in mod-
elling the acquisition and representation of lexical knowi-
edge. For example, the alternations discussed above can

be generalized over discrete verb subclasses:I

¯ the NP/VP alternation found with enjoy can be
extended to many psychological ver~’~’-~ expe-
riencer subject, such as desp@e, fancy, hate, like,
lose, miss, prefer, regret

¯ the directional PP alternation exemplified above by

brbr~., can be found with any verb of directed mo-tion, e g. come, arrive, deliver, go, return, send

¯ the locative vs. emotional change alternation found
with move can be extended to mint predicates
of caused motion: ag/tate, crash, cross, lift, strike,
shake, unwind

¯ the change of state vs. creation alternation observed
with bake can be extended to many verbs of cook-
ing and preparing: boil, cook, fry, miz

¯ the telic/atelic plus directional PP alternation ob-
served above with swim can be extended to any
verb of undirected motion- dries, carry, float, p~h,
ran, walk

¯ the sound-emission vs. motion and directional-PP
alternation observed above with whistlf can be ex-
tended to many verbs of sound emission: buzz, hiss,
rattle, thump, eroom, wheeze

Traditional approaches to lexical representation are
wont to model word usage extensibility by enumerating
the distinct senses of a word along with its represen-
tative coUocational properties. Word usage enumeration
can be made to provide highly specialized lexical entries,
but

¯ it fails to make explicit regularities about word us-
age exteusibility which are necessary in promoting
compactness in lexical description,

¯ it is at odds with our ability to create new word uses
in novel contexts, and

¯ it generates massive lexical axnbiguity.

Consequently, several attempts have been made to de-
velop a more dynamic approach to lexical specification
which provides a principled treatment of polysemy and
can be used to model creative aspects of word use. For
example, Pustejovsky (1991,1994) and Pustejovsky 

1See Levin (1993) and references therein for more details
and other examples;
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Boguraev (1993) propose an integrated multflayered rep-
resentation of word meaning which incorporates salient
aspects of world knowledge, e.g. purpose, origin, form
and constituency properties are specified for nominals
which refer to artifacts and natural kinds. This makes it
possible to conflate different uses of the same word into
a single meta-entr~ which can be extended to achieve
contextual congruity using lexical rules (Copestake 
Briscoe, 1992; Sanfilippo, 1994) or abductive reasoning
(Hobbs et aL, 1993). The use of lexical rules or abduc-
tive ressoning provides a principled alternative to word
sense enumeration in the treatment of polysemy and can
be made to cater for novel uses of words. However, it is
not clear whether these practices can address the ques-
tion of lexical ambiguity efficiently as there is no known
general control re~me on lexical rules or abductive rea-
soning which would deterministically restrict polysemic
expansion without preempting the generation of possible
word uses.

A possible alternative to lexical rules or abductive tea-
soning is to use contextual information to guide word
usage extension during language processing. For exam-
ple Sanfilippo et aL (1994) propose that verb ambigui-
ties due to multiple subcategorisation options can be ex-
pressed using polymorphic lexical entries within a Typed
Feature Structure formalism. A verb entry is a~igued
a type with subtype extensions describing all p~sible
subcategorization options for the verb. Verb ambigui-
ties can then be solved deterministically by using syntac-
tic contextual information during language processing to
~und underspecified verb entries. The goal of this pa-
per is to explore extensions of this approach which make
it possible to solve other kinds of lexical ambiguities.

2 Background

Following $anfilippo et aL (1994), we assume an ap-
proach to lexical knowledge representation based on

¯ a version of HPSG (Pollard & Sag, 1994) imple-
mented in Carpenter’s ALE (Carpenter, 1992)

¯ Parson’s event semantics (Parson, 1990) with sorted
thematic roles (Sanfilippo, 1993; Sanfilippo
Pozna,~ski, 1992 ) and Pustejovsky’s Qualia struc-
ture (Pustejovsky, 1991, 1994).

For exsmple, the two uses of enjoy exemplified in (1)
can be represented using the two feature structures in
Figures 1-2.~

(1) a Mary enjoyed the book
b Mary enjoyed reading the book

2In representing typed feature structures, the following
conventions are adopted:

¯ bold face fonts are used for types, and small caps for
features,

* the type of ¯ non-atomlc feature structure is written
inside the feature structure, at the top Une,

¯ the semantics is linearized for ease of exposition, and
¯ boxed letters and integers are used to express teen-

trancy.

The semantic attribute of these two feature structures
share the same predicate argument structure where the
event described by the verb involves two participants:

¯ an objectual entity (obj) which is subject to inten-
tional change (i-change), and

* a temporal entity (0Ill]eve) which functions as the
intentional source (i-source).

When enjoy is used as a subject equ/verb (e.g. (la)),
the temporal entity which functions as the intentional
source (rill) is the index of the complement VP as shown
in Figure 1. When enjoy is used as a transitive verb (e.g.
(ib)), the same temporal entity corresponds to the index
of the predicate in the telic role of the complement NP
as shown in Figure 2.

Following Sanfi]ippo et ~,L (1994), we define a poly-
morphic type (subjequ_i_0P,..¢v_sspsych.lyns,|m) which
subsumes the two uses of enjoy in (1) represented as 
Figures I-2, e.g.

subj @quJ._0R_¢v_ospsych_syns en sub
[subj equi_ospsych_synsem,
1;v_espsych_synsea].

To preempt spurious combinations, the constraints asso-
¯ ciated with this type indicate that the complement must

be either an np_synsem or a vp_synsem, as shown in
Figure 3.s In addition, the semantics of the verb is now
only defined in the polymorphic type since both its sub-
types share the same value. The lexical entry for enjoy is
assigned this polymorphic type. Lex/cal type resolution
consists in finding a maximal (terminal) instantiation for
the polymorphic type using information available in the
rule context. This is done by

¯ generating a list of resolving clauses from the corn-
piled grammar which specify which terminal type
can be inferred given some specific contextual infor-
marion for each polymorphic type, e.g.4

solve_~ypo (subj equ:J._OR_~v_ upsych_syns aa,
[comp :np_synsen],
cv_espsych_sy~sem).

solve_¢ype(subjequi_0R_’cv_espsych_syns4m,
[coap: vp_synsm],
subj oqu£_espsych_syns,m).

¯ attaching procedures to rules which carry out dis-
ambiguation through a table look-up on the list of
resolving clauses using information about the head
and daughter of a rule.

For example, the function of the ALE goal solw.synsms
attached to the rule in Figure 4 is to ground the type of
the head synsem (ml) using the complement synsem (ril)
as the resolving information. This is done by

¯ extracting the type label of the two input feature
structures,

¯ using the extracted type labels to fire a solw_¢ype
clause, and

~np_OR_vp.synsem is defined aa ̄  polymorhic type sub-
suming np_synsem and vp.synsem.

tSee Benkerimi (in preparation) for more details.
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subjeq-t Mpmych~ymmm

SYN:COMPS ( izz]{...} )
szM ~] eve] (pred(ll~TI), i-eh-n~e(IZll, obj), l-source(ItT1,1~’! 

Figure 1: Lexical template for enjoy-type psych verbs when used as subject equi verbs.

tv_espsy,-h ~ymmln .

SV~:C,O~’S ( SZM [obj]{...} 

}
,,.- Iron ), obj),

Figure 2: Lexical template for enjoy-type psych verbs when used aa transitive verbs.

¯ turning the resolved type label into a feature struc-
ture which is reentrant with the input head synsem,
aa shown in the definition below.

solve_sTnsen(STnsen, Comp) J.~
f s_to_:ype (ST,,-e-. Sl’),
fs_:o_l:Tpe(Conp, C’L’),
solve_t~pe (ST, [conp: c’r], KosST),
1;Tpe_~o_fs (&esST, STnsa).

For example, given the resolving clauses for
anbJeqnl..O&..1~v_eapsych_syase-, above, the call in (2)
will return aa value the feature structure in Figure 1 for
the resolved type &eaST.

(2) aolve_1;ype (aubj equL_OIt_~v_eapsych_a]nmen,
[comp: vp_syna~],
&esST).

3 Extending the Treatment

To solve ambiguities due to multiple subcategorization
options, the resolving information needed concerns com-
plement type, e.g. ap_zynsa, vp_zyasem. To solve
other kinds of ambiguities by the same method we only
need to establish which is the relevant resolving infer-
mation. For example, the locative vs. emotional change
alternation found with verbs such aa move, shake, etc.
aa well aa the change of state vs. creation alternation
observed with verbs of cooking sad preparing (e.g. bake,
boil) can often be solved with respect to the qualia struc-
ture type of their arguments. With move, shake, etc.,
the caused motion reading is obligatory when the di-
rect object describes an entity which is movable and not
sentient. With verbs of cooking and preparing, the cre-
ation reading occurs when the theme argument describes
a composite entity which results from an artificial trans-
formation of its constitutive elements, while the simple
change of state is found when the theme argument de-
scribes an entity which exists in nature aa such. The dis-
ambiguation of these two verb subclasses can therefore
be implemented by relating the qualia types of argument
nominals to the lexical semantics of verbs.

Within the approach to grammatical description
adopted here, such a relation can be expressed by pairing

qualia and thematic constraints since the lexical seman-
tics of verbs is largely expressed in terms of thematic
roles. More precisely, thematic roles are conceived of aa
cluster of properties which characterize aspects of even-
tualities. For example, following Pustejovsky (1991) and
Asher & Lascarides (in press) we assume that both can-
sation and change can be specified along the following
dimensions so as to yield the thematic hierarchy in Fig-
ure 5:

¯ locative specifying (the causation of) motion, e.g.
subj/obj of put

* formal specifying the creation and destruction of
objects, e.g. subj/obj of b~ild

¯ matter specifying (the causation of) changes 
shape, size, matter and colour of an object, e.g.
suhj/obj of paint

¯ intentional specifying causation and change of the
propositional attitudes of individuals, e.g. subj/obj
of aml~le

The lexical semantics of a verb such as move can thus
be characterized using the thematic sorts l-cause and I-
change (locative causation and change) for the subject
and object roles when the verb expresses caused motion
aa in move Ore car, and i-cause and i-change (inten-
tional causation and change) for the subject and object
roles when the verb expresses caused emotion aa in her
compassion moved him. Each configuration of thematic
roles is then related to a specific qualia type for the di-
rect object, as shown below where movable is the qualia
type for entities which are amenable to movement and
sentient the qualia type of entities capable of acting
intentionally.

tv_lnoveJynsem

C, OI~I~;,XT:qUAr,I* movable }

SV, M ~[]~] eve] { pred(12TI ), l-cause(rk~TI, obj),l-ehange([]~, obj) }
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subjequL.OR.t vampsych..symtem

]

])
), m ), )}

Figure 3: Polymorphic lexical type for verbs such as enjoy.

tv.Jmpsyeh *ymmm

sY~:co~s ([npJymmm l)COKTg, xT:qr ,V.:, sentient

Sr, M ~l~evo] (~Ke(ff]1, pred(llm)’ i’eause(llm ’ tobj)

To characterise the lexical semantics of a verb of cooking
and preparing, f-cause and f-~hanKe (formal causation
and change) can be used for the subject and object roles
when the verb expresses creation as in bake a cake, and
m-cause and m-change (matter causation and change)
for the subject and object roles when the verb expre~es
simple change of state as in bake potatoes. Formal can-
sation and change are related to the qualia processed
for the direct object pertaining to entities which result
from an artificial transformation of some constitutive el-
ements; matter causation and change are related to the
qualia unprocessed for the direct object pertaining to
entities which exists in nature as such, e.g.

tv_creat~.symmm

]

[ np.symmm
]

s’~’.co~,s ( CO~’T~T:qI:AV.IA pi’~uN~t 

{ pred(IZ’fl ), f-cause (IZTI, obj t
tv rachangeJymmm

[ np.synsem
]

S~’:COMPS ( COI~’TW, xT:qI:AV.W unprocessed 

sw,. ~lileve]{m-,’h--~e(I][D,pred(l~l)’ m-cause(It~1, obj), 

Aa in the case of enjoy-type verbs, polymorphic types
are declared which define ambiguous verbs such as move
and bake:

(3) 1: v_move_01t_sepsych_syaama sub
C~v_nove_synsen,
~v_sepaych_symsa].

b ~v_cx’ta~e_OK_mchange_synsa sub
(l;v_croa~o_synsen,
~v_ncha~go_synsea].

Now, resolving clauses can be derived forthese two poly-
morphic types which perform disambiguation in ternm
of qualia types. For example, the resolving clauses in
(4) -- derivable automatically from the type definitions
above ~ can be used for contextual disambiguation of
verbs such as bake once the qualia type information is
factored out from the rule context analogously to how
complement type information is extracted from the rule
context as shown in Figure 4.

(4) solve_~ype (q;v_c~eal;e_OR_nchange_sTns 
[conp_qua.lia: proc sas .d3,
1:v_~aa1:e_syasma).

solve_~ype (~v_e~ea~o_OP._nchange_s]ms an,
[cozp_qualia: unprocessed3,
~v_achange_sT~Saa).

However, a question m with respect to the dis-
ambiguation of verbs such as move if exactly the
same procedure is adopted. Note in fact that all-
tomatic derivation of resolving clauses for the type
~v_move_01t,_sepsych_syasem would yield the clauses in
(5). Assuming we are gathering qualia type information
for the direct object from the rule context, the analysis
of a phrase such as move Mary would yield two soh-
tions since the qualia type of the direct object in this
case is compatible with both movability and sentieacy.
This is somewhat undesirable as it is usually preferable
to maintain the ambiguity rather than expanding it un-
determinmtically.

(5) solve_~ype(tv_nove_Olt_s epsych_synsen,
[comp_qual ia: movabJ.e’l,
~v_1ove_synsea).

aolve_l;ype (’~v_move_OK_ s epsych_sTms an,
[conp_qua.lia: sane tem~;],
q:v_sepsych_symuma).

An alternative is to condition the compilation of resolv-
ing clauses so that disambiguation would take place only
when a deterministic choice can be made, e.g. when the
direct object is non-sentient and movable:

(6) solve_~ype (’~v_nove_OK_sepsych_synsa,
[co~p_qua~a: inanJ~a~ e_aovable],
tv_aove_sym, a).

solve_~ypo O:v_move_01t_sepaych_syns~m,
~co~p_qualia: movab].e_01t_s ear,end],
~v_nove_O~_sepsych~.synsen).

The resolving clauses in (6) would force disambigua-
tion when the theme argument expresses an entity which
is movable but not sentient (iaumiaa~e_aovable), but
would leave the polymorphic type unresolved if the
qualia of the theme argument is compatible with either
movement, sentiency or both (=ovabl,_01t_san¢i.n~).
In this case, another chance for disambiguation could be
made available with respect to the qualia type of the
subject.

4 Conclusions
The characteri,.atiou of lexical knowledge within a lex-

icon suitable for real world NLP applications requires
a mechanism which makes it possible to generate ap-
propriate uses of words in context by manipulation of
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..o]]],
OOM, [’n ]sw’sr, u r/lsynsem ’

OOXL solve_s~m(~,m).

Figure 4: ~pects of the Head-complement rule

cause locative formal matter intentional change

l~-camm f-cause m-carom l-cause 1-change f-,-h,,nce m-change i-changee.g.: e.g.: e.g.: e.g.: e.g.: e.g.: e.g.: e.g.:subj of put subj of build subj of l~int -subj of am~e obj of put obj of build obj of pa/nt obj of amgse

Figure 5: Top level fragment of the type hierarchy for thematic roles.

semantic and syntactic properties of lexical entries. Ac-
cording to our proposal, such a mechanisrm is a type
resolution device which uses information available in the
context of grammar rules during language proesseing to
ground polymorphic word entries. The resulting ap-
proach provides a general treatment of lexical disam-
bigustion which capitalizes on the regularity of sense
extensions to avoid undiscriminated generation of word
uses during sentence processing.
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